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Challenge: Transform bioresearch business signals buried within text into 
actionable time-series analytics. Relay Technology Management (“Relay”) 
provides real-time competitive analytics to help biopharmas identify areas of 
research most likely to yield breakthrough, blockbuster drugs. “Our time-series 
datasets reveal scientific and market trends in emerging, high-potential areas of 
drug development,” says Brigham Hyde, Ph.D., Managing Director at Relay. “Our 
biopharma clients use our analytics to most effectively prioritize early-stage 
research investments, which amount to billions of dollars each year.”

Remarkably, Relay’s time-series datasets do not come from relational 
databases; they are sourced from business signals buried within Relay’s vast
library of research abstracts, clinical trial reports and other documents spanning 
multiple sources. This transformation of text-based content into analytic visual 
insights is powered by Attivio’s Active Intelligence Engine (AIE).

Solution: Attivio Active Intelligence Engine for unified information access 
applications. Attivio AIE freely integrates, joins and presents structured data 
and unstructured content, for a complete 360-degree view of any topic, using 
SQL queries or Google®-like search interfaces.

“Biopharma innovation follows a specific sequential process, from initial 
research to FDA approval,” Hyde explains. “Each step in the process requires 
making business decisions, which should be made based on a proper 
assessment of risk and relative value.” 

“It is amazing how little quantifiable data exists to help biopharmas make 
informed research decisions,” Hyde adds. “We realized this data exists, but it is 
buried within the content of new and historical research papers and reports.”

Relay has amassed terabytes of biopharma documents, including medical 
journal abstracts, clinical trial research and medical patent applications. These 
documents are indexed and ingested into AIE, and transformed into actionable,  
time-series data visualizations through the following process:

 AIE advanced text analytics indexes documents using key entities, while 
also enforcing multiple medical and pharmaceutical ontologies to ensure 
uniform entity extraction. This in turn enables automatic, ad hoc SQL-
style JOINs of all related content, regardless of original source.

 End users easily explore Relay’s unified information using simple or 
advanced search and filtering using automatically-generated entity facets.

 At any time, users can visualize results as time-series data, calculated 
using Relay’s proprietary scoring algorithms. AIE can also send an alert to 
users if metrics for a specified query increases or decreases beyond a 
certain threshold. 

“The Attivio platform made our vision of an analytic application derived from 
insights detected within research documents a reality,” says Hyde.

From Documents to Advanced Analytics:      
Relay Technology Management Case Study

Relay Technology Management is a 
SaaS analytics company focused on the 
life sciences industry. 

Relay uses Attivio’s Active Intelligence 
Engine (AIE) to analyze text within 
scientific research documents, to 
create quantifiable data in real time. 

Relay reveals trends in drug 
development in ways never before 
captured or visualized, to inform 
executive decisions where to direct 
billions in research, as well as identify 
partner and M&A opportunities. 

The flexibility of Attivio’s 
platform shortened our 
time-to-market by several 
orders of magnitude – an 
achievement we simply did 
not think was possible.  
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Results: Breakthrough insights at breakthrough development and deployment speeds. “Our application assigns a 
score for each document based on our proprietary evaluation of the transactional relevancy of its content,” Hyde
says. “For example, a higher score might be calculated for documents indicating certain research has met a 
milestone, such as the beginning of initial testing using laboratory mice, or involves highly successful researchers. 

Attivio AIE easily incorporated our scoring algorithm, calculating results in real time.” 

The Relay metrics are presented to end users as self-service analytic dashboards using TIBCO Spotfire® as its front-
end data visualization tool of choice. End users easily drill into visual presentations of the results, such as trend line 
analysis (see image below), to reveal new insights into emerging research trends over time.

“These datasets and trend lines help biopharma 
leaders make high-stakes business decisions with 
solid confidence,” Hyde says. “These decisions 
include how to prioritize the company’s drug 
portfolio and related research, when to license 
certain drugs from other vendors and when to 

explore merger and acquisition (M&A) activity.”  

“Each business decision made, informed by 
Relay’s evaluation of risk and value, helps 
increase the likeliness of successful drug 
development, reduce the cost of new drug 
development, and create new revenue flows and 
new jobs by uncovering value in previously 
unidentified opportunities.” 

Relay achieved its vision of transforming 
biopharma research documents into actionable 
analytics, using Attivio AIE’s advanced text 
analytics and automatic joining of related 
information. This functionality is provided on a 
SaaS basis, with high performance and scalability, 
supporting secure multi-user access. 

“Attivio has  proven to be very rapidly deployable,” says Hyde. “After concluding that a relational database was
inadequate to develop or manage our solution, we turned to Attivio AIE. We developed our SaaS solution on AIE
six months ahead of schedule – requiring only a fraction of the development resources initially projected.”

Using Attivio AIE’s unified information access power, Relay provides its clients with new breakthrough biopharma 
insights not achievable using traditional database management systems (DBMS) or legacy search solutions.  
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